Bourbon
& Barbecue
THE SURPRISINGLY OVERLOOKED
ALL-AMERICAN PAIRING
Story by Steve Coomes
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wo-thirds of Carey Bringle’s 50 years have included
drinking bourbon and making barbecue. Both were
delicious and social and reflected the hobbies and lifeways of his elders and friends. But at no time did Bringle consider pairing barbecue and bourbon formally, as a gourmetand
might hook up a prized Bordeaux with a plate of dry-aged beef.
“It was never this conscious effort, some, ‘Hey, I’m pairing these two because it’ll make both better,’” said Bringle,
co-founder and co-owner of Peg Leg Porker, an award-winning,
fast-casual barbecue stop in Nashville’s trendy Gulch neighborhood. While moving hot coals from a firebox to a massive
cinder block pit, he added, “I’m a barbecue guy. I started doing
that with my uncle 35 years ago. But I’m also a bourbon guy—;
have been since college.”
Six years ago, he also became a bourbon brand owner.
Named after his restaurant, Peg Leg Porker Tennessee Straight
Bourbon Whiskey is a sourced whiskey whose earliest releases
are aged between 8 and 12 years. What makes Bringle’s booze
unique is that it’s poured through a mound of hickory charcoal
prior to being filtered and bottled. It’s his own riff on the Lincoln County Process, in which new-make whiskey is trickled
through sugar maple charcoal to soften it en route to the barrel—the defining characteristic of Tennessee wWhiskey.

“Being a pitmaster and understanding smoke, its subtleties
and how it’s the source of flavor in barbecue, I wanted to add a
touch of smoke and hickory to the whiskey,” Bringle said.
Sipping it myself, I found the hickory brightened nuances
of the wood, and added sweetness.
“It doesn’t change it so much [as] to make it a flavored bourbon,”
Bringle said. “I think the hickory makes for a very smooth finish.”

Not to mention a good link back to his barbecue. In April,
Bringle invited me to a proper pairing of the two, an effort
that neither he nor I had ever undertaken purposely. During
an 11-year career in restaurants, I was trained to pair food
with wine: to focus on notes of fruit, acid, and tannin and to
find foods that complemented, contrasted, or elevated each.
That’s what everyone did in the 1980s. Craft beer was a beverage -industry baby not yet recognized for its virtues of aroma,
hops, fruit, and tartness. Bourbon was around, of course, but
its boom was two decades away. Sure, we added it to desserts or
compound butters or used it to deglaze a hot pan, but otherwise
it got little attention in the kitchen.
Bringle and I speculated on how we, fans of bourbon and
barbecue, had overlooked what is arguably the most aAll-American pairing of all. We realized that we had unintentionally
kept bourbon and barbecue in their own flavor silos, loving
both while not considering joining the two. I judged us as fools
for such an abominable oversight, while Bringle possessed a
more contemplative, -contrarian perspective.
“I guess I like to accept them both on their own merits,” he
said. “But I also resist the idea of forcing flavors together, like
people do with bourbon in recipes. That stuff’s gimmicky, and
it’s something few people do right.”
Ironically, a week before my visit with Bringle, the idea of
comingling bourbon and barbecue led me to call Andy Wiggins, owner and pitmaster at Knoth’s Bar-B-Que, a humble but
legendary spot in Grand Rivers, Kentucky. The original idea
for this story centered on whether bourbon was a desirable
ingredient in barbecue preparation, such as in a marinade. My
chef training taught me with “oh, hell no” force that it was a
bad idea. High-proof alcohol is hard enough on wood barrels—
imagine how corrosive it can be to animal flesh. Still, I wanted
a pro’s opinion, and true to my belief, Wiggins ruled negatory
on the idea, as Bringle did later.
But while explaining to Wiggins my plans for the bourbon
and barbecue pairing with Bringle, he suggested a second pairing with members of the Paducah Bourbon Society (PBS). (The
river town of 30,000 residents boasts an impressive bourbon
group membership of 450.) Wiggins suggested that the findCaption Here
ings of such a pairing could also be recorded to broaden the
understanding of their unison in our mouths.

Steve Coomes and Carey Bringle of Peg Leg Porker sit down to taste their
meat and bourbon options. Caption here please.
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A Tale of Two Tastings
As barbecue restaurants should be, Peg Leg Porker is simple in
design and decor. Imagine lots of concrete, wooden tables and
chairs, and exposed metal ceilings. On an upper floor, however,
is a private apartment with an expansive and expensive highend kitchen set up for food photography, cooking demos, and
special events. Complete with a well-appointed bedroom, it’s
also an urban escape for Bringle and his wife, Delaniah, who
co-owns the business.
To the large table at the center of the room, Bringle and
his staff brought a double-barreled barbecue experience for
the pairing: smoked shoulder, smoked baby back ribs, smoked
chicken, smoked brisket, and a whole 80-pound hog perched
“racer style” on a metal platter. When I asked what “racer
style” meant, Bringle said the hog’s forward-thrust legs made
it appear as if it were running.
“From the butcher, perhaps?” I asked. Bringle chuckled,
shook his head, and continued cutting the shell of skin away
from the pig’s right side with deliberate slowness and surgical precision. The meat revealed was so moist and supple
that Bringle’s gloved hand was all that was needed to remove
the belly.
As I chewed and began descending into a pork-induced
daze, Bringle described the specifics of West Tennessee barbecued ribs: a salt rub and long smoking over hickory, followed by
a dried spice application just before serving. Since the hog was
smoked whole with skin on, it got no spice adornment. All there
was to taste was pork and smoke, both subtle and beautiful,
and; highly amenable to a sip of Peg Leg Porker 8-year-old.
Barrel notes struck the first blow with vanilla and stone
fruit, especially cherry. As billed, the nose on the whiskey
delivered a whiff of hickory—or was that the aroma drifting
from 120 pounds of hickory-smoked meat cooling in front
of me?
The danger of pairing high-proof whiskey with smoked
meat is too easily enjoying the whiskey’s near-miraculous
ability to cleanse the palate of fat while leaving gleanings of
desirous sweet notes. Though I consciously worked to gulp
water and eat a near-fulsome portion of meat in order to absorb

Caption here, a look at the panel lorem ipsum lorem ipsum lorem ipsum.
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“I really like that whiskey on its own, but I
don’t like how sweet it is with the pork,” he
said, referring to Angel’s Envy’s prominent
and often polarizing maple note. “It just
shows you don’t know until you try.”

the alcohol, Bringle’s whiskey was winning out—racing, as it
were, past the smoked hog to my brain.
We moved to the smoked shoulder, which also required no
tools to separate meat from bone. The flavor and tenderness
of Bringle’s work lifted a wave of humility within as I recalled
countless failed attempts to smoke pork that well. With a sip
of Bringle’s Peg Leg Porker 12-year, fruit again emerged, but
this time it was backed by baking spice and grain notes.
“I normally drink my whiskey on ice—a lot of ice,” Bringle
said, adding a few cubes to his glass. “But having it neat with
this is really good. I don’t guess I expected it to be so good.”
Other meats were served and other whiskeys poured, and
soon we were cross-comparing each whiskey’s relationship
with the meats. Low-proof Basil Hayden paired surprisingly
well with the beef brisket. Despite the brisket’s heavy black
pepper, salt, and smoke bark, the bourbon’s high-rye content
easily cut through the meat’s copious fat.
As a fan of high-proof and high-rye whiskeys, I was interested to see how Angel’s Envy Rye, a rum-cask-finished
100-proofer, would stand up to the fatty meat. Surprisingly to
both Bringle and me, it did not fare well.
“I really like that whiskey on its own, but I don’t like how
sweet it is with the pork,” he said, referring to Angel’s Envy’s
prominent and often polarizing maple note. “It just shows you
don’t know until you try.”

The Paducah Feast
Little did I know that Bringle’s statement would prove prophetic when, a week later, a blend of 14 whiskey and barbecue
enthusiasts and pros and chefs gathered in Paducah for a second pairing. In addition to enough dusty bottles to have started
a party for 100, Paducah Bourbon Society co-founder Brian
Shemwell arrived with pens, notepads, a whiteboard, and some
instructions on how participants should score their pairings.
Despite his tote full of bourbon unicorns, we chose whiskeys
easily found nationally for the pairings.
To test the difference in wood-smoke influence, Wiggins—,

GLENN HALL

“At the very least, it would be a lot of fun,” Wiggins said.
“I’m like you, really surprised no one’s put much thought into
this—at least that I know of.”
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Knoth’s pitmaster—, supplied a plate of ribs smoked over hickory and another smoked over cherry. Thinking subtle smoke
would pair best with subtle whiskey, he suggested that glasses
of 90-proof Weller Special Reserve be poured. To everyone’s
dismay, it was regarded a complete dud. When the ribs were
tasted again with Old Forester 100 -proof, the opposite happened.
“I don’t even like Old Forester—never have, in fact, because
I don’t like that mowed-grass aroma I get from the rye,” said
Tom Adams, who cofounded the PBS with Shemwell. “But this
is amazing. I’d have never expected the rye would pop like that.
It’s delicious.”
Through Wiggins’s remaining ribs and smoked shoulder
(samples of hickory- and cherry-smoked again) the Old Forester remained a crowd favorite, though Rittenhouse Rye also
paired exceptionally well.
Old Fo’ didn’t do nearly as well with beef brisket and ribs.
It was hot on the palate, and the rye that led the way with pork
disappeared below the beef fat. Rittenhouse fared slightly better, but it was wheated Weller Special Reserve that actually
played the best with the peppery brisket bark.
“Again, it’s the opposite of what we thought would happen,”
Shemwell said. “So many assumptions we made aren’t holding
up at all.”
With the remaining meat came Sazeracs and Oold Ffashioneds, and both disappointed.
“Is it because our palates are absolutely wrecked with
smoked meat and fat that these don’t taste worth a damn?”
Shemwell asked. “Or do they just not pair well? Or did we just
not choose the right whiskieys in those drinks?”
All good questions, but no answers were found.
Not happy to end the event on a down note, Shemwell
directed a guest to open a bottle of Old Grand-Dad 114 proof.
Everyone returned to the beef, took a bite, and then followed
with a sip of OGD. The result was pure magic, arguably the
best pairing of the day. Just as the identical high-rye mash bill
in its low-proof sibling, Basil Hayden, elevated all of Bringle’s
smoked meats, the OGD delivered rye depth, fruit, spice, and
a much-needed palate scouring.
A week after the Paducah pairing, Wiggins, a college philosophy major, called the surprises “an exciting subversion of
expectation. And in my opinion, that’s the best possible outcome, because we learned something rather than reinforcing
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Caption here, Steve Coomes arranges options for pairing with barbecue.

“I don’t even like Old Forester—never
have, in fact, because I don’t like that
mowed-grass aroma I get from the rye,”
said Tom Adams, who cofounded the
PBS with Shemwell. “But this is amazing. I’d have never expected the rye
would pop like that. It’s delicious.”

what we already believed.”
Wiggins, a former brewer and amateur oenophile, admitted
that he struggled to free himself of long-held directives for
pairing food with wine and beer.
“In wine and beer, there are charts that tell you how to pair
them with food—; it’s already been established,” he said. “But
with bourbon, this is undiscovered territory, I think. It’s all
so far from being really standardized. At least with barbecue,
anyway.”
For now, Bringle is comfortable with such vagaries, happy
to let bourbon and barbecue coexist as they always have:
standing alone, but always near each other. His Peg Leg Porker
restaurant doesn’t currently do bourbon and whiskey flights,
but he said he might add them if people wanted them.
“I think that chefs who are a lot smarter than me in this
area could drive that trend, though,” said Bringle, whose Memphis in May barbecue competition team is sponsored by Jim
Beam Black. “You see chefs like Andy Husbands (The Smoke
Shop in Boston) who do barbecue and some really interesting
cocktails that go with it. So it’s kind of happening, but not
everywhere, right now.”
In the meantime, the pitmaster by trade is making an even
deeper commitment to his side hustle as burgeoning bourbon
baron. Bringle declined to share details, but said he’s made “a
significant investment into a lot of barrels of whiskey” destined for a pass through his hickory coals and into Peg Leg
Porker bottles.
“Peg Leg Porker is more than barbecue or whiskey—it’s a
lifestyle brand,” said Bringle, whose company’s products also
include apparel, smokers, grills, and related food offerings.
“But if buying one or the other will get people to buy more of
either from me—and have them together—then maybe we’re
onto something.”
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